ICE

Institute for Chemical Education

ICE means reliable, time-tested, affordable
Kits, Guidebooks, Activities that teachers need and use.
Want to communicate science? ICE can help!
ICE has books, kits, and tools to help you convey the relevance, excitement, and fun
of chemistry, at levels from K–3 through college that fall into these types:
• Hands-on Science Kits and Demos
• Printed Hands-on Activity Manuals and How-To Guides
• Books

Concise descriptions of these publications, as well as ordering information, follows.
ICE Online Store
An Order Form has been inserted in this brochure, but for the fastest additional
information, current prices, and order fulfillment, use the ICE online store at:
https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu

Assembled nano solar cell dyed red
with raspberry juice (page 3).

ICE—Your Go-To Resource!
ICE has the experience, materials, and kits that you need. They are listed directly below where you will also find the level
at which each can be used, and the recommended type of use. Fuller descriptions appear on the following pages.
Materials Available

Level

Type

Page

Key: Level of Use

Hands-On Science Kits and Demos

(Nanocrystalline) Solar Cell Kit ‡ (cannot ship to individuals in Mexico)
Solid-State Model Kit ‡ (Deluxe and Student versions)

(MS), HS, AP, Coll
AP, Coll
HS, AP, Coll
HS, AP, Coll
AP, Coll
AP, Coll
All Levels
(MS), HS, AP, Coll
All Levels
All Levels
HS, AP, Coll
Elem, MS
Elem, MS
All Levels

Polyhedral Model Kit ‡
Salt: Pre-built model of the salt structure
Optical Transform Kit ‡
DNA Optical Transform Kit ‡
Memory Metal ‡
Exploring the Nanoworld Kit
Nanoworld Presenter’s Guide with “Try This” Packet
Nanoworld Hands-On Student Sets
Line of Resistance Kit ‡
Fusion Science Theater Kit: “Will It Light?” (sets of 10 or 30 packets)
Fusion Science Theater Kits: “If I Were an Atom” & “Bouncemania”
Photochromic ICE T-shirt (child and adult sizes) Clearance Sale!
‡ Replacement Parts/Additional Components, etc. available ‡
See complete list at https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu/products/replacement-parts
No Longer Available
 Amorphous Metal Demonstration Kit
 NanoVenture: The Nanotechnology Board Game
 Explorations in Materials Science (parts available, kit out of stock)
Printed Hands-On Activity Manuals and How-To Guides; Books
Chem Camp Handbook
MS
Chemistry Companion for Middle School Science Teachers
MS
Fun with Chemistry: A Guidebook of K–12 Activities,Volume 1
All Levels
Fun with Chemistry: A Guidebook of K–12 Activities,Volume 2
All Levels
SPICE: Guidebook for a Traveling Outreach Program
All Levels
Super Science Connections (also available online)
Elem
Experiences in Cooperative Learning (Book)
MS, HS, AP, Coll
Scientific Ethics for High School Students (Book)
HS
Online Hands-On Activity Manuals and How-To Guides
Super Science Connections (also available in print)
Elem
ICE Devices: Constructing Inexpensive Classroom & Lab Tools
MS, HS, GP

G, I, L
D, G, I, L
D, G, I, L
D
D, I, CP
D, I, CP
D, I
G, I
D
G, I, CP
G, L
M, D
M, D
D

3
2
2
3
5
5
3
4
4
4
4
7
7
8
8

M
M
M
M
M
M
Reference
CP

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

M
M

6

Elem
MS
HS
AP
Coll
GP

Elementary K–5
Middle School 6–8
High School 9–12
Advanced Placement
College (undergraduate)
General Public

Key: Type of Use
M		Manual (How to guide)
D		Demo (Demonstrate to a
group or class)
G		Group work (Activity carried
out by a group of 2–3)
I		Individual project (Activity
carried out by an individual)
L		Lab exercise (Hands-on
activity)
CP Class Participation (Students
or groups can participate
along with a Demo—purchase
additional pieces)
NOTE
As with all science materials for
children, it is expected that ICE
hands-on resources will be used
with appropriate adult supervision.
Some kits contain small parts that
might pose a choking hazard for
small children.

  ICE:   phone: 888/220-9822 (toll free U.S.); 608/262-3033; email: ice@chem.wisc.edu; Internet: https://ice.chem.wisc.edu
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Great Ways to Explore the World of Nanoscience
Build > 60 struc
tures
Solid-State Model Kit—Our tried and true classic AP, Coll; D, G, I, L

Our tried and true kit is an excellent tool that has been used for more than 20 years to present sphere packing,
unit cells, coordination number, layering, radius ratios, and interpenetrating polyhedra. Radii of the spheres
correspond with the radius ratios for cubic, octahedral, and tetrahedral coordination. The kit is designed for
individual use, laboratory exercises, tutorials, and lectures. The detailed illustrated manual that comes with each
kit enables students to build structures one atom at a time: they place spheres on the appropriate rods as shown
by a template. Completed structures are approximately 4″ × 4″ × 6″. Replacement parts are available.

Rods

Part

No.

1
Manual
2
Bases
27
Rods
Templates 15
Spheres
colorless 27
19
green
22
blue
32
pink
Spacer tubing
white
4
gray
4

Colorless & Green
Spheres

Bases
(on bottom)

p
r
Spacer
Tu
ub ng
Tubing

A
Templates
(on top)

Student Version

It’s hard to describe or understand crystal structure with just a two-dimensional drawing. Now there’s no need
to: you and your students can easily build, examine, and study structural models of metals, ionic compounds—
even superconductors. See instantly how atomic packing determines physical properties—density, cleavage
planes, conductivity directions.

ue
e Spheres
S
Sphere
r
Blue

Pink Spheres
here

Replacement Parts Available:
https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu/products/replacement-parts

A Solid-State Model Kit—
just 9″ × 12″ × 3.25″!

The kit comes in two versions: Deluxe and Student (compared below); the primary difference between the versions is
the number of spheres and rods. Note: two Student Kits may be combined to build more structures simultaneously than
one Deluxe Kit. The Polyhedral Model Kit (bottom of page) uses an alternate approach to seeing molecular structure.

e, built
A cleavage plan
-State
from the Solid
Model Kit.

● Deluxe Kit: Build > 80 different structures,
build all structures in the manual. In a very few cases,
only a unit cell can be built with one kit.

● Student Kit: Build > 60 structures with
one kit; or combine two Student Kits to build more
structures simultaneously than with one Deluxe Kit.

2 Base Plates
39 Metal Rods
15 Templates
56 Colorless Spheres
Instruction Manual

2 Base Plates
27 Metal Rods
15 Templates
27 Colorless Spheres
Instruction Manual

39 Green Spheres
44 Blue Spheres
39 Pink Spheres
17 yellow spheres
1 Spacer Tubing Package

➤ Part No. SSM DXL: Deluxe Version Model Kit

Polyhedral Model Kit

19 Green Spheres
22 Blue Spheres
32 Pink Spheres
1 Spacer Tubing Package

➤ Part No. SSM STU Student Version Model Kit

Build complex struc
tures

HS, AP, Coll; D, G, I, L

The Polyhedral Model Kit simplifies visualization of many complex chemical structures that involve tetrahedral and
octahedral shapes—structures that are discussed in inorganic and solid-state chemistry, chem engineering, geology,
industrial chemistry, environmental science, materials science, soil science, and physics. Structures are built by linking polyhedral units (not individual atoms) providing an alternate view of how structural components fit together.
Users can make complex, non-symmetrical structures—thus students can more readily visualize and comprehend the
spatial arrangement of complicated structures that can’t be represented by ball-and-stick or space-filling models.

Octahedral and tetra
The Polyhedral Model Kit complements the ICE Solid State Model Kit (above). Each gives different insights into
hedral units—building
molecular structures; together they can induce real comprehension into structure–property relationships. More
blocks of the Polyhedral
information and assembly directions for > 40 structures—e.g. NaCl, ZnS, H2O(s), rutile, perovksites, gibbsite,
Model Kit.
talc, muscovite, quartz—are at http://chemistry.beloit.edu/edetc/pmks/. The kit was developed by UW–Madison
Materials Research Science and Engineering Center (MRSEC) and is distributed by ICE. Replacement parts available.
➤ Part No. PMK: Polyhedral Model Kit



See also Salt, a pre-built model to demonstrate the structure of salt (page 3) that uses octahedral units from the Polyhedral Model Kit.

Ice floats—illustrate WHY!
Solid water has an open nanoscale
structure, making it less dense than liquid water. Illustrate its structure two
different ways with the two kits above:

Photograph of ice
floating in water.
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Ice structure:
Solid State Model Kit

Solid State Model Kit (left)
Polyhedral Model Kit (right)

Ice structure:
Polyhedral Model Kit

ICE   phone: 888/220-9822 (toll free U.S.); 608/262-3033; email: ice@chem.wisc.edu; Internet: https://ice.chem.wisc.edu

It’s a Nano…

Best Se
l

Nanocrystalline Solar Cell Kit—our most popular kit!

Solar Cell Kit contents;
see detailed list below.

World

(MS), HS, AP, Coll; G, I, L

ler!

When students build their own Nanocrystalline Solar Cell they recreate the process of photosynthesis—they
generate electricity from light using natural dyes from berries. The solar cell has enough electrical output to power
a small motor (not included). The kit provides an interdisciplinary context for students learning basic principles in
chemistry, biology, physics, as well as environmental science. The instruction manual has comprehensive background information for the instructor, detailed laboratory instructions, worksheets for data collection, and assessment questions. The Solar Cell Kit contains the materials below (enough to make 5 reusable solar cells).
Additional kit components are available  ‡.
‡ Notes ‡

Contents: Nanocrystalline Solar Cell Kit

 • conductive (tin dioxide coated) transparent glass (10 pieces)

‡ Nanocrystalline Solar Cell

Kits and Electrolyte Solution cannot be shipped
to individuals in Mexico.

 • 1000 ohm potentiometer (1)

 • colloidal titanium dioxide powder, Degussa P25 (20 grams)		

• glassine envelopes (5)
•
iodide
electrolyte
solution
in
dropper
bottle
(15
mL)		
• dropper bottle (1)

• woodless graphite pencil (HB) (1)		 • binder clips (10 clips)
 • 75-page manual with background info and student handouts
 • 12 cm copper tape

This publication is intended
for use by teachers with
experience in a laboratory
setting. Students must be
properly supervised at all
times.

➤ Part No. NSC: Nanocrystalline Solar Cell Kit *
The additional kit components most frequently requested include:
➤ Part No. NSC 10G: Set of 10 additional Conductive Glass Slides only
➤ Part No. NSC Soln: Electrolyte Solution, 15 mL ‡ ➤ Part No. NSC TiO2:Titanium dioxide powder, 20 g

Memory Metal—PRESTO! Temperature change triggers action;

Demo or h
ands-on

All Levels; D, I

Some metal alloys have shape-memory retention—when distorted they will snap back to their original shape—not just once but over and over
and over. Our Memory Metal Kit includes an 8-page description of the chemistry responsible for shape-memory retention, illustrations of
internal structure (ready for overhead projection), and a sample of memory metal wire (Nitinol™) in the shape of ICE (illustration ❶). You can
demonstrate science in action as shown below—pull both ends of the pre-shaped wire (illustration ❷), then dip it in hot water (illustration ❸).
Presto! It snaps to the original shape (illustration ❹)! Additional Nitinol wire is available—shaped or untreated.

❶ Grasp both ends of
cool wire,

❷ pull ends to
distort,

❸ put
in warm
water

➤ Part No. MM: Memory Metal Kit
(includes booklet plus sample of pre-shaped
memory metal wire as shown at right)

❹ watch the wire snaps
back. Action!

Salt—pre-built model of the salt structure

All Levels; D, I

Salt is a pre-built polyhedral model for demonstrating the crystal structure of s odium
chloride (salt) using octahedral units from the Polyhedral Model Kit. The model
comes in three layers that can easily be stacked one atop the other to form a NaCl
unit cell. If the layers are connected, the model can be used in two orientations:
❶ to show the unit cell as a cube
❷ to show the closest-packed layers of ions in the structure.
Salt has been designed and adapted by ICE using octahedral units from the Polyhedral Model Kit (described on page 2). The Polyhedral Model Kit was developed
by University of Wisconsin–Madison Materials Research Science and Engineering
Center (MRSEC) (http://education.mrsec.wisc.edu) and is distributed by ICE.
➤ Part No. PMK Salt: Salt Model



Interested in structure? Then check out the two model kits on page 2.

NOTE:
Replacement pieces of shaped wire available.
Small pieces or cut-to-size lengths of straight untreated Nitinol™ wire are also available from ICE.

Unit Cell

Closest-packed Layers

❶ Unit Cell as a Cube.
When the model rests on one
face of the cube, the cubic
shape of the unit cell is evident.

❷ Closest-packed Layers.

When the model balances on
a single octahedron, the closestpacked layers are evident.

  ICE:   phone: 888/220-9822 (toll free U.S.); 608/262-3033; email: ice@chem.wisc.edu; Internet: https://ice.chem.wisc.edu
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Hands-On Nanoscience with ICE Kits
Exploring the Nanoworld Kit (in English or Spanish)

(MS), HS, AP, Coll; G, I

Nanoworld adventures await inside this kit! Use it to explore how we can accomplish the feats of
“seeing” atoms, assembling them into a variety of novel structures, and customizing their properties to
develop new technologies. The kit is available in both English and Spanish language versions.
Exploring the Nanoworld Kit is a general-audience activity kit that contains everything you need to
introduce and explore the nanoworld (except a standard 9-V battery):
• color booklet	  • light emitting diode and circuit	  • magnifying glass
• diffraction transparency	 • refrigerator magnet	 • memory metal wire
• fiber optic	 • LED flashlight
➤ Part No. ENK: Exploring the Nanoworld Kit (English version)
➤ Part No. ENK-SP: Exploring the Nanoworld Kit (Spanish version)

Exploring the Nanoworld Kit

Two Ways to Introduce the Nanoworld
❶ Demo Mode: Nanoworld Presenter’s Guide with Try This! Packet
Explain the Nanoworld! Give your audience background info using this Presenter’s
Guide and one “Try This” set of materials. With it you can demonstrate and explain four

Exploring the Nanoworld

Presenter’s Guide

Materials Research Science and Engineering Center
on Nanostructured Materials and Interfaces
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Introduction
This guide accompanies the “Exploring the Nanoworld: Try This!” activity packet. The packet contains
the following items, which can be used to conduct four activities related to concepts of nanotechnology:
•

“Exploring the Nanoworld” LED flashlight

•

Fiber optic cable

•

“Exploring the Nanoworld” diffraction slide

•

NiTi shape memory wire

•

“Exploring the Nanoworld” refrigerator magnet

simple nanotechnology-related experiments:
• Light-Emitting Diodes (LED) and Fiber-Optic Activity
• Diffraction Activity: Optical-Transform Structure Determination
• Memory-Metal Activity
• “Seeing Atoms” Activity: Scanning-Probe Microscopy

The 20-page Presenter’s Guide includes talking points, background information, applications, and Web links as well as one “Try This!” packet with the materials needed to demonstrate the four activities as well as adapt them for different audiences. [Note: To involve
your audience at the hands-on level, multiple “Try This!” packets are available (see below)].

Warning: This kit contains small parts that could be hazardous to infants and young children. These items should
be used only as directed.
The basics of each activity are included in the Exploring the
Nanoworld: Try This! handout that accompanies the Exploring
the Nanoworld: Try This! activity packet, which may be purchased from the Institute for Chemical Education (ICE) (an
order form is at: http://ice.chem.wisc.edu/Catalog.html).
More information about the Nanoworld kit is also at:
http://mrsec.wisc.edu/Edetc/supplies/kit/index.html
Figure 1. Contents of the packet.

20-page Presenter's Guide

Institute for Chemical Education

All Levels; D

1

➤ Part No. NWPG: Presenter’s Guide (includes one Try This! packet)

❷ Hands-On Mode: Nanoworld Hands-On Student Sets

•
•
•
•
•
•

Contents
Try This! Packet
LED mini flashlight
diffraction transparency
refrigerator magnet
memory metal wire
fiber optic cable
mini activity booklet

Materials and brief instructions for hands-on activities with LEDs and fiber optics, diffraction, memory metal, “seeing” atoms. In addition to the
materials, the “Try This!” Student Sets include mini-activity booklets that illustrate carrying out the activities. Available in sets of 10 or 30 so
that students can carry out activities individually or in groups. To use these materials as a demonstration, see Nanoworld Presenter’s Guide with
“Try This” Packet (above). The Try This! booklet is a product of the Materials Research Science and Engineering Center (MRSEC) at the University of Wisconsin–Madison, was funded by the National Science Foundation, and is distributed by the Institute for Chemical Education.)
➤ Part No. NWG 10:Try This! Packets with Booklets (10 packets)

➤ Part No. NWG 30:Try This! Packets with Booklets (30 packets)

The Line of Resistance Kit

HS, AP, Coll; G, L

The Line of Resistance Kit will help you teach your students to measure resistance u sing only a piece of
paper and a graphite pencil!
A Teacher’s Guide with background information as well as 10 easy-to-do experiments that students will
enjoy are in the 44-page manual included with this kit. Some topics covered are: electrical resistivity of
graphite and wire; resistance of serial and parallel circuits; and open and short circuits. The kit contains a
piezoelectric igniter (replacements available), which allows your students to demonstrate how lightning
rods work (the path of least resistance).
The kit comes in two forms: • Teacher Demonstration Kit or a • Classroom Kit (hands-on, with
materials for 20 students). A multimeter is required but not provided. The Line of Resistance Kit is the
first in a joint effort by ICE and General Atomic Sciences Education Foundation to bring hands-on
materials and physical science to teachers and students.
➤ Part No. LoR TR: Line of Resistance,Teacher Demo Kit, with manual and materials for one person
➤ Part No. LoR CL: Line of Resistance, Classroom Kit, with manual and materials for 20 students
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Measuring the Resistivity of a
Graphite Line
Using the Line of Resistance Kit you can
explore the electrical properties of materials and circuits using a graphite pencil, a
piece of paper, and a multimeter.

ICE   phone: 888/220-9822 (toll free U.S.); 608/262-3033; email: ice@chem.wisc.edu; Internet: https://ice.chem.wisc.edu

Hands-On Nanoscience with ICE Kits
Optical Transform Kit

Demo or han
ds-on

AP, Coll; D, I, CP

Model X-ray diffraction using a visible laser and two-dimensional patterns on a transparency—the Optical Transform
Kit. The kit includes: directions, four different transparencies (described below), and overhead transparency masters.
The four different transparencies have these patterns:
• Unit Cell: examples for changes in unit cell size, angle, and shape; for centering with like and different atoms; for
glide symmetry
• Discovery: multiple examples for changes in orientation and in unit cell size; particularly appropriate for use in
student investigations
• VSEPR: complements discussions of molecular geometry such as VSEPR rules and illustrates one way that geomUse this pattern on the
etry differences can be detected in a triatomic molecule
transparency…
• Plane Groups: additional examples for the systematic absences that occur for centering
and for glide symmetry
Additional copies of each transparency (in sets of ten) are available separately from the Kit for student hands-on use. A
source of visible laser light is not included, but any laser pointer will work.
Additional transparencies are available.
The step-by-step directions lead you through demonstrating the Unit Cell transparency, provide investigative questions,
and supply a reprint of the J. Chem. Educ. article, “The Optical Transform: Simulating Diffraction Experiments in Introductory Courses” by George C. Lisensky, Thomas F. Kelly, Donald R. Neu, and Arthur B. Ellis.
➤ Part No. OT: Optical Transform Kit (booklet and 1 set of 4 transparencies)
Additional transparencies of the four different patterns, in lots of 10, for hands-on student use:
➤ Part No. OT 10S UC (10 Unit Cell Transparencies)
➤ Part No. OT 10S D (10 Discovery Transparencies)
➤ Part No. OT 10S P (10 Plane Group Transparencies)
➤ Part No. OT 10S V (10 VSEPR Transparencies)

…and this d
 iffraction
pattern is projected.

Demo or han
ds-on
Simulate Rosalind Franklin’s famous X-ray diffraction experiments that led to the discovery of the DNA double helix. All
DNA Optical Transform Kit

AP, Coll; D, I, CP

you need is a visible laser and two-dimensional diffraction pattern transparencies from the DNA Optical Transform Kit.
This kit includes:
• manual with background info, optical transform demo, optical transform student experiment, and more…
• diffraction pattern transparency
• overhead transparency masters
A source of visible laser light is not included, but any red laser pointer will work. The comprehensive manual provides: an
overview of the DNA structure solution and diffraction principles; an optical transform demonstration; a student experiment including discovery questions; optional activities; additional resources; and reprints of two articles from the Journal
of Chemical Education. Additional transparencies are available.
➤ Part No. DNA: DNA Optical Transform Kit (booklet and one transparency)
Additional transparencies for hands-on use:
➤ Part No. DNA 5S (5 additional transparencies)
➤ Part No. DNA 10S (10 additional transparencies)

DNA structure

NEW—ICE Online Store—Use It!
Recommended: A trip to the ICE Online Store.

D
replaceon't forget—
ment p
arts

Go to https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu
➤ Find all ICE publications, their photographs, related publications, prices, and other
		 ordering information
➤ Purchasing policies, both U.S. and International, are at https: icestore.chem.wisc.edu/policies
➤ Order online: put your selections in the Cart, then proceed to pay online: both credit cards
		 and purchase orders accepted online
➤ Need replacement parts? They're at https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu/Products/replacement-parts
		 If you don't see what you need, contact ICE using the footer info below.
➤

  ICE:   phone: 888/220-9822 (toll free U.S.); 608/262-3033; email: ice@chem.wisc.edu; Internet: https://ice.chem.wisc.edu
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Hands-On Science—How to Do It Manuals
Fun with Chemistry
Activities for K–12

All Levels; M

Super Science Connections
Elem; M
Activities for K–3 (also available online)

These two Fun with Chemistry volumes of
hands-on activities and demonstrations were
created for K–12 teachers and use readily available, inexpensive materials. Each Activity has
been extensively tested by teachers and includes
complete instructions for preparation and
presentation, a materials list, and an explanation,
along with suggestions for appropriate grade
levels, methods of presentation, and curriculum
integration. The format enables teachers to easily incorporate these
activities into their classes.
Volume 1—53 activities: carbon dioxide; chemistry with foodstuffs;
color changes; density; five and dime; more advanced activities.
Volume 2—54 activities: polymers; chromatography; the chemistry
of egg dyeing; crystal growing; Cartesian divers.

Super Science Connections (SSC) was designed to
help elementary school teachers with little science
background integrate hands-on science activities
into a typical K–3 curriculum. SSC was written by
K–3 teachers, for K–3 teachers. Available on paper
or online PDFs.

➤ Part No. FwC v1: Fun with Chemistry,Volume 1
➤ Part No. FwC v2: Fun with Chemistry, Volume 2
➤ Part No. FwC set: Fun with Chemistry, 2-volume set

➤ Part No. SSC: Super Science Connections (3-hole punched, ready
to put in a notebook; notebook not included)

The Chemistry Companion
for Middle School Science Teachers

SPICE

➤ Available for free download from the ICE web site at
http://ice.chem.wisc.edu/SSC

MS; M

The Chemistry Companion for Middle School Science Teachers is a companion to the Fun With Chemistry Guidebooks that
incorporates hands-on activities and chemistry topics that will help
revitalize the middle school curriculum. Topics include: scientific
method, matter, periodic table, atoms, acids
and bases, energy, chemical reactions, chemical
bonding and environmental chemistry. It offers
analogies, real-world applications, and several
hands-on activities to complement these topics
above and your curriculum.
The Chemistry Companion

for Middle School Science Teachers

NEW
SIZE!

Vinegar

Cherry
Antacid

Institute for Chemical Education

➤ Part No. CCMS: Chemistry Companion for
Middle School Teachers

Chem Camp Handbook

MS; M

Chem Camp Handbook is a complete guide to conducting a
chemistry workshop for middle school students over five half days
or a weekend. Draw on our experience—this handbook provides
information on what to do and how to do
it—everything you need to know! This complete manual has notes, masters, and sample
budgets in addition to the lab activities and
ideas for demonstrations on five topics, a topic
each day: • elements, • acids and bases, • chromatography and ions, • metals and alloys, and
• crystal growing and polymers.
➤ Part No. CCH: Chem Camp Handbook
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SSC integrates children’s literature, writing,
mathematics, art projects, social studies, and health
instruction with hands-on science—observing, devising experiments,
hypothesizing, and drawing conclusions. It models ways in which
your classroom can become a place where students learn and enjoy
science in context. SSC contains 39 activities centered on a science
concept or process skill connected to the AAAS Benchmarks, divided
into these topics: Color and Light; Insulation; Pressure; Surface Tension; and Water and Changing Its State.

All Levels; M

SPICE brings 20 years of experience in organizing
and putting on a traveling demonstration program in
schools and public places. The guidebook has “scripts” of
demonstrations, advice on gearing an activity to different
audiences, notes on safety, a bibliography of demonstration source-books, and suggestions for hands-on activity events.
➤ Part No. SPICE: SPICE Handbook

Books
Scientific Ethics

HS; CP

Scientific Ethics for High School Students uses case studies to stimulate classroom discussion about topics such as obtaining data, laboratory
safety, computing ethics, and working with others. There are instructions
for teachers on how and when to use them along with commentaries that
discuss each topic. Scientific Ethics provides a useful, enjoyable means to
introduce students to ethical issues in scientific investigation.
➤ Part No. Ethics: Scientific Ethics

Experiences in Cooperative
MS, HS, AP, Coll; Reference
Learning
Experiences in Cooperative Learning is a compilation of laboratory and classroom exercises, seeds for discussion, and assessment
tools and strategies gathered from teachers—more than 150 pages of
working, practical examples that range from middle school science to
college chemistry. It provides basic information about the cooperative learning technique and encourages creative thinking.
➤ Part No. Exp Coop: Experiences in Cooperative Learning

ICE   phone: 888/220-9822 (toll free U.S.); 608/262-3033; email: ice@chem.wisc.edu; Internet: https://ice.chem.wisc.edu

Hands-On Science with ICE Kits
Fusion Science Theater (FST) Performance Kits

Elem, MS; CP

FST Kits use elements of story to teach age-appropriate science concepts. FST uses demonstrations, prediction,
audience participation, modeling, and embedded assessment to produce demonstrable gains in learning, interest,
and self-efficacy. The shows, targeting children in grades 1–5, can be performed by teachers, students, outreach
specialists, and museum educators. The FST outreach model was developed by Holly Walter Kerby, an awardwinning chemistry teacher and playwright.
Two kits are available.
•

•

“Will It Light?” Two characters, a Scientist and a Silent Assistant, lead this investigation into the nature
of conductivity by testing and modeling the flow of electricity through selected substances. (∼25 min.)
Concept: Conductivity of pure substances and solutions
Two Short Shows—Atoms and Molecules:
“Atom in a Solid” This an interactive, kinesthetic dramatization of how atoms move in the solid phase; it
features two characters, a Scientist and an Assistant; (∼6 min.)
Concept: Kinetic Molecular Theory

Kit 1: “Will It Light?”
Kit 2: “Atom in a Solid” and
“Bouncemania!” Two
short shows about
atoms and molecules.

“Bouncemania!” This is a one-person street-style show that features a match between “happy” and “sad” balls—demonstrating how molecular structure determines polymer properties. It has one character, the Announcer; the second character is the Audience (∼12 min.)
Concept: Molecular structure determines polymer properties
These ICE/FST kits include what you need to plan, rehearse, and present Fusion Science Theater shows. Each kit comes with a carefully crafted
script that endure that FST principles are embodied in each performance; a link to a video of a live performance; a props and materials list;
instructions for assessing cognitive gains and impact on attitudes; and the FST “Performance Handbook” that explains how to set up schedules, memorize dialog, rehearse, and interact effectively with children in the audience. Acting experience is not needed—anyone who invests
adequate preparation can lead a FST show. Of course leaders need to memorize their lines, which have been carefully scripted to ensure educational effectiveness and scientific accuracy.
➤ Part No. FST K1: “Will It Light”
➤ Part No. FST K2: Two Short Shows—Atoms and Molecules: “Atom in a Solid” and “Bouncemania!”

Journey to the Nanoworld—Let ICE Lead the Way
Nanoscale structure is a theme that has been with ICE since its early days. If you are interested in bringing the nanoworld to your
students, ICE can help. We have lots of materials available, all tried and tested, from introductory demos through those that take a
close up look at molecular structure Here are some leads. Get more information in this brochure (page numbers are noted) or go to
our Web site at https://ice.chem.wisc.edu.
Get Started!
Nanoworld Presenter’s Guide with Try This! Packet: four simple nanotechnology-related experiments; demo; general audience (p 4)
Try This! Activity: the same experiments as above but enough packets to use as individual or group hands-on activities; general audience (p 4)

Go a Bit Further…
Exploring the Nanoworld: general audience activity to “see” atoms; group work or individual project (p 4)

Expand on the Nano Theme
Memory Metal: demo shape retention of metals, for all levels; demo or individual project (p 3)
Nanocrystalline Solar Cell Kit: h.s through college students recreate photosynthesis; hands-on for groups, individual projects, or lab exercise; (p 3)

Dig More Deeply: Look at Structure
Salt, pre-built model: easily show the structure of sodium chloride (salt)— the unit cell as a cube,  the closest-packed layers of ions (p 3)
Polyhedral Model Kit: students from h.s. through college can examine complex chemical structures; use as demo, group work, or lab exercise (p 2)
Solid-State Model Kit: AP and college students can build and study structural models of metals, ionic cmpds, superconductors; demo or hands-on (p 2)
Optical Transform Kit: model X-ray diffraction for AP through college students; use the kit as a demo, purchase additional transparencies for hands-on (p 5)
DNA Optical Transform Kit: simulate Rosalind Franklin’s X-ray diffraction experiments, as a demo,; purchase additional transparencies for hands-on (p 5)
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Watch This:

Science in Action!

ICE Photochromic T-shirt—changes color in sunlight
Teach photochromism with a T-shirt! This snazzy white T-shirt, made from 100% heavyweight
cotton, has a black outline of the ICE structure on the front and a smiling sun on the back. Step
into the sun, and watch as the designs become bright shades of blue, purple, yellow and orange!
UV active dyes in the shirt are colorless in room light, and brightly colored in sunlight.
What happens and why. Use
this T-shirt to teach students
how conjugated double bonds
absorb light. The dyes in the
T-shirts become more conjugated when exposed to sunlight
resulting in a colorful, light
absorbing form; they relax to a
less conjugated, colorless form
when removed from light.

All Levels; D

Wat
cha ch the
nge
c
in s olors
unli
ght!

T-shirts are washable. They are available
in these sizes:
Adult sizes: S, XL
Child sizes: S, M, L

shirt

front

shirt

back

➤ Part No.TSA T-shirt, adult sizes
➤ Part No.TSC:T-shirt, child sizes
Indicate size on Order Form

Other Materials: Replacement Parts, Manuals, Kit Components, etc.
• Has the manual for one of your ICE kits gone missing?
• Are some of the spheres from your Solid-State Model Kit AWOL? Are the templates all dog-eared and the rods bent?
• Need a replacement diffraction transparency? How about additional diffraction transparencies for hands-on classroom use?
• How about parts for the Nanocrystalline Solar Cell Kit? Nearly everyone can use additional conductive glass slides.
• Wire with shape-memory retention is a hot item. ICE has pieces of untreated Nitinol™ wire (short or cut to size), and
at a reasonable price.
Many kits have replacement parts available, individual parts or sets of kit components. So, if any of the above questions apply to
you, go to: https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu/Products/replacement-parts.
There you can see photos of the many items that are available, their price, and then place your order—all on the ICE Store. We
handle lots of requests for these and similar predicaments. We will be glad to “top up” your ICE materials.

Place Your Order
To Order. Ready to order?  First go to the Ice Store to check out our helpful Purchasing Policies section (for both International
and U.S. orders) at https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu/policies.  Find the products you are interested in, select them, put them in your
cart, and then proceed with your order—all online. OR Use our printed Order Form, inserted in this Brochure or find it online
at https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu/customer-service. Orders from individuals must be prepaid. OR  Place your order by phone or U.S.
mail by contacting ICE using the information below:
ICE Store https//icestore.chem.wisc.edu (NEW! order and pay online!)
mail
toll free
888-220-9822 (toll-free number)		
phone
608/262-3033				
email
ice@chem.wisc.edu and iceorders@chem.wisc.edu		
(for your protection we are prohibited from accepting credit card orders by email)

ICE, Institute for Chemical Education
University of Wisconsin–Madison
Department of Chemistry
1101 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706

Purchasing policies and shipping.
● Orders shipped to the Continental U.S. Use the chart on the Order Form to determine your shipping charges—include
both Standard Shipping and any additional Rush Shipping charge in the Grand Total.
● Orders shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, Mexico, and all other countries. First read our helpful Purchasing Policies at
https://icestore.chem.wisc.edu/policies, then contact ICE by email or phone for the amount for Standard or Rush shipping of your
order to your specific country. (There is an additional charge for Rush Shipping, which is added to the Standard Shipping charge.)
No previews of kits and books. No refunds, returns, or exchanges of ICE Kits and Publications due to their nature.
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